Agenda

General Education Overview
The Chair invited the Council to look ahead to next year and suggest how to move forward on reviewing General Education. Specifically, the following parts of the General Education curriculum remain to be reviewed: multi-cultural coursework, foreign languages, mathematics, and writing. The previous review by the Undergraduate Council, in 2002-2003, focused on Group-satisfying courses.

Issues to study 2006-2007
The Chair offered an overview of work the Council expects engage in during the 2006-2007 year:
1.) Return to grade inflation, following up on feedback received, and likely making recommendations for addressing the issue.
2.) Further review the issue of concurrent degree requirements and decide whether to recommend a change in current policy.
3.) Review one of the remaining unreviewed parts of General Education: multicultural courses, foreign language, writing or mathematics.
4.) Possibly explore academic experiences beyond the traditional classroom, especially in the context of the Living Learning Center.